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Abstract

Modeling human computer interactions as dialog, while originating in voice user interfaces, is becoming increasingly important for multi-modal systems. Different approaches with regard to formalizing and managing dialogues exist with their specific strength and weaknesses. In this paper, we present existing dialogue management techniques as patterns to give a basis for decision support when developing interactive systems in different scenarios.

1 Introduction

Describing the user interface of graphical interactive systems today is predominantly achieved by applying the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern, or one of its variations. In this approach, the different screens of an application can be organized into graphical widgets as the view or presentation component. These widgets will trigger callbacks into a controller component for the various user interface events (e.g. `onClick` or `onMouseOver`). The controller, in turn, updates the underlying model of an application leading to changes in the view component again.

Generalizing this approach, one can conceive the view as a set of system supplied entities, enabling the user to generate certain interface events the system is prepared to handle [9]. In the context of graphical interfaces, this might be a box to enter some text or a list of items to scroll through; in the context of voice interfaces, this might be a set of utterances the system is prepared to recognize. The controller is associated with the view as it describes the systems reaction when one of the enabled user interface event is actually observed. The model is the formalization of all the applications
state required to generate the user interface and is modified in response to user interface events.

While the MVC pattern describes the system components and their responsibilities in performing a single iteration of a user interaction feedback loop (see fig. 1), dialogue managers are concerned with the overall organization of a dialogue as a sequence of coherent turns to achieve the users goal. As such, dialogue managers may employ the MVC pattern for a single turn, but their actual responsibility is to provide a coherent global structure of user interaction. The different approaches to arrive at such a coherent structure are the subject of the pattern language presented in this paper.

![Figure 1: User interaction feedback loop in the MVC pattern.](image)

The requirement for a component to ensure a coherent overall dialogue structure becomes obvious when we consider Voice User Interfaces (VUI) (see fig. 2). As the modality of speech is transient, there is no persistent view displayed to user and the system needs to maintain a discourse context as the set of shared beliefs and possibly intentions it identified during the course of interaction with a human user. Maintaining such a discourse context in the form of a dialogue manager can be beneficial not only for VUIs but for classical GUIs and especially multi-modal interactive applications as well.

![Figure 2: Architecture of an ASR system (from [6]).](image)
1.1 Dialogue

There are different definitions of the term “dialogue”, some rather focused on spoken dialogues, others with a broader focus on human computer interaction in general. The Merriam Webster dictionary\(^1\) defines a dialogue as:

**Dialogue**: a conversation between one or more persons; also: a similar exchange between a person and something else (as a computer).

**Conversation**: an *oral* exchange of sentiments, observations, opinions, or ideas.

Another definition from an ITU-T Recommendation [5] defines dialogue as:

**Dialogue**: A conversation or an exchange of information. As an evaluation unit: One of several possible paths through the dialogue structure.

wherein conversation remains undefined. The definition possibly most in line with multi-modal interaction might be the one from Nielson [7]:

**Dialogue**: a recursive sequence of inputs and outputs necessary to achieve a goal.

Nielson himself remarks some problems with the definition e.g. that user input can not always be “chopped up into sets of discrete interactions”, a notion that still permeates all dialogue management techniques and becomes obvious e.g. when dragging an object.

1.2 Dialogue Management

There are again different definitions for *dialogue management* or a *dialogue manager* who is responsible to handle dialogue management, but they all are more or less in line with notion of executing dialogue descriptions to provide the user interface. Traum [18] defines a dialogue manager as follows:

A **dialogue manager** is that part of a system that connects the I/O devices [. . .] to the parts that do the domain task reasoning and performance.

Another definition from Rudnicky [11] defines dialogue management:

*[dialogue management]* provides a coherent overall structure to interaction that extends beyond a single turn[. . .]

The key notion here is the identification of the dialogue manager as a discrete subsystem of an application to handle the global user interaction. For every approach to dialogue management there is a corresponding formalization of dialogues as we will see in the patterns below.

\(^1\)http://www.merriam-webster.com
1.3 Dialogue Acts

There is something to be said about the granularity or level of abstraction of user interface events. We will need this abstraction in the patterns described later on. With classical GUIs, user interface events are usually classified by actions on widgets. For example, we have a class of user interface events for all clicks on a button and can get instance data by inspecting the representation of the event (e.g. the spatial coordinates or the index of a physical button on a pointing device). While this approach is also suitable for dialogue managers, we might also choose to abstract user interface events even further.

The most abstract representation that is still useful in operationalizing dialogue management is that of “dialog acts”. The concept originated as “speech acts”, introduced in the book “How to do things with words” from John Austin in 1962 [1]. Herein Austin identified several functions of utterances, such as “assertions” or “directives” to classify utterances with regard to their function in a dialogue. Applying the concept to other modalities, these acts can form the basic tokens for dialogue management, that is, a dialogue manager would only operate on such acts and components between the systems input devices and the dialogue manager would refine a set of user interface events into a dialogue act.

In that sense, dialogue acts are special speech acts. For instance question is a speech act, but question-on-hotel is a dialogue act. Consequently, speech acts are stable while dialogue acts may depend on the system.

2 Patterns

Patterns are an established way of conveying design knowledge for the design of user interfaces [2], guiding developers in the design of applications, e.g. for mobile devices [8] or multi-medial settings [10]. In the domain of voice user interfaces we build upon existing work from [14, 13, 12, 15, 16]. However, there is no such work we are aware of, for dialogue management. Existing overviews about the state of the art of dialogue management like [3] already gives a basic overview about this domain but does not use the pattern format that allows for an easier access to the information given. Moreover, he does not provide information of the applicability of the presented dialogue managers.

In this section, we address this shortage and describe a first set of dialog management patterns, helping developers to select an appropriate dialogue management strategy that fits their current design problem. An overview of the language with its relations is shown in figure 2. We consider the **Programmatic Dialogue Management** as an anti-pattern with regard to dialogue management, as it does not support any dedicated feature for coherent dialogue behavior spanning more than one turn. Nevertheless, Pro-
**GRAMMATICAL DIALOGUE MANAGEMENT** is the approach most people start with when developing interactive applications. The patterns are furthermore grouped with regard to who is experiencing the problem the pattern solves, that is, the application developer or the end-user.

![Figure 3: Overview of the pattern language](image)

We basically stick to the format that we started in [14] with few adaptations. The format is based on the Coplien format [4] and also follows the suggested format of Tešanović [17] which we find to be useful to talk about design issues in human computer interaction.
Programmatic Dialog Management

Intent
Implement an interactive application with unimodal interaction and no need for explicit dialogue management.

Context
There is little or no need of decoupling dialogue structure and application logic. Suitable for straightforward, unimodal applications with only occasional changes to dialogue structure.

Problem
How to incorporate simple, unimodal user interaction into an application while still decoupling the user interface from the application logic?

Forces
- You want to separate application logic from the user interface presentation.
- You do not need to separate application logic from the dialogue structure.
- You do not need a coherent dialog structure beyond one turn.
- You do not care much about modifying the dialog structure later on.
- You expect your user to interact within a single modality.

Solution
The established solution to incorporate user input into an application is its separation into subsystems per Model-View-Controller pattern. To implement this strategy, consider the following:

1. Identify classes of user input events (e.g. all clicks on a given button).
2. Provide entities to enable the user to generate input events suitable and meaningful to change the current application state.
3. Dispatch over the user input event’s class and perform the associated operation on the application’s state.
4. Unless the user generates an input event signaling her intention to quit interaction, goto 2.
5. The entities, enabling the user to generate input events can be collected into a reusable library.

Consequences
You get first results and/or mockups rather fast.

Application logic and the user interface are decoupled.

The dialogue structure and its implementation are tightly coupled.

There is no entity to guarantee a coherent global dialogue structure.

Known Uses

Every application without an explicit dialog model uses this pattern or a variation thereof.

Also Known As

This pattern is the Model-View-Controller [1] pattern as it describes the components and their responsibilities in performing a single turn.
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Finite State Dialogue Management

Intent
Provide an interactive application with an easy way to adapt the dialog structure later on.

Context
The final dialog structure has not yet been identified or is likely to change fairly often.

Problem
With the dialogue structure implicit in the control flow, adaptations may have undesired consequences for the application logic.

Forces
- Changing dialogue structure should not affect application logic.
- Dialogue structure ought to be specified by user interface experts.
- Small variations of the dialogue structure may exist within different scenarios.

Solution
Decouple dialogue structure from application logic by expressing all variations of the dialogue as a finite state machine and implement the user interaction separately per state.

1. Model the dialog structure as a directed transition graph.
2. Provide a system output when a state is entered.
3. Expect user input.
4. Dispatch outgoing transition depending on user input.

By implementing the dialog as a transition over discrete interaction states, user interface experts can organize the overall dialogue structure, while the application programmers can provide simple per state interaction.

Consequences
- Decouples dialogue structure from control flow.
- Enables division of labour between programmers and user interface designers.
- Good general tool support.
- Local dialogue structure is obvious.
- Verbose descriptions lead to poor understanding of global dialogue structure.
Tends to result in rigid dialogues.
Requires dedicated runtime support to interpret dialog models.

**Known Uses**
- Directly supported by VoiceXML [3]
- Java Server Faces [2]
- Xcode Storyboards [1]

**Related Patterns**
*State-Driven Transition FSM* describes the basic mechanism of the underlying state machine [4]. *Frame Based Dialogue Management* allows for more flexibility in the user input.

**Also Known As**
FSM
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Frame Based Dialogue Management

Intent
Allow for adaptations of dialogue structure without altering application logic, but try to ease the verbosity of finite state dialogue models.

Context
Several pieces of information are related and form a frame that always has to be provided as a unit during interaction.

Problem
Modeling dialogues as simple transition graphs leads to very verbose and large dialogue descriptions that impede an understanding of the global dialogue structure.

Forces
- The global dialogue structure should remain comprehensible.
- Some information units naturally form compound information.

Solution
The solution extends the Finite State Dialogue Management by abstracting the collection of frames into a new compound state. To implement this strategy, consider the following:

1. Identify related information as information slots in a frame that always occur in unison.
2. Abstract the collection of these slots into a new compound state.
3. Allow for arbitrary order of filling the slots by iterating within the compound state until all slots are filled. (Depending on the actual user interface, it might be possible to fill multiple slots in a single turn.)
4. Only use the compound state in the actual state transition graph.

Consequences
- Less verbose than FSM.
- More flexible within one frame.
- Good tool support with speech due to VoiceXML.
- Information slots within a frame always have to occur in unison.
- Inherits most drawbacks from FSM.
- Still rather verbose.
Known Uses

- Directly supported as the form interpretation algorithm in VoiceXML [2]
- HTML forms [3]

Related Patterns

Frame Based Dialogue Management is an extension to Finite State Dialogue Management where multiple information slots can be filled at once. This is related to the more compact representations of FSMs like Harel statecharts [1] as it is in essence a hierarchical view of FSMs with substates.
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**Information State Update**

**Intent**
Allow for more flexible dialogues with a certain amount of intelligence in the dialogue structure.

**Context**
There is a formal knowledge-base pertaining to the domain of the application that enables reasoning and logical inference. As such, a dialogue can be conceived as shared reasoning between the user and the system.

**Problem**
When there is an established set of formal facts for a problem domain, human users expect a dialog system to utilize and reason about this information when performing a dialogue (e.g. not to establish each and every fact anew).

**Forces**
- An explicit representation of the dialogue structure as per FSM or frame-based is unsuitable due to the sheer amount of variations that would have to be considered.

**Solution**
Model a dialog as a set of rules with prerequisite and effect on a discourse representation structures. Within the prerequisites, logical reasoning is enabled as to conclude certain facts from the current discourse representation structures and the knowledge base.

The solution adopts the information state theory of Traum and Larson [2], wherein a dialogue is conceived as a set of transformation-rules of an information state due to observed dialog moves. Noteworthy is, that the system itself can react to its own information state updates and that system output is just a side-effect of the application of a given transformation-rule.

To implement this strategy, consider the following:

1. Formalize your information state as a set of entities and discourse representation structures.
2. Model your dialog as a set of transformation-rules for this information state. (Simple information slot filling with reasoning is already provided by Traum et al.²)

**Consequences**

- Grounding in dialog theories
- Way more expressive than FSM

²http://www.ling.gu.se/projekt/trindi/trindikit/
Rules can be reused within a theory
Opaque dialog behavior
Runtime semantics a bit fuzzy (what happens if two rules specify moves)

**Known Uses**
- Traum et al. implemented their theory in the TrindiKit framework [2].
- Kronlid et al. implemented this approach with SCXML [1].

**Related Patterns**
The approach can be conceived as a huge FSM dialogue, wherein transitions are triggered not only by user input but also system events and logical reasoning is available.
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Plan Based Dialogue Management

Intent
Uncover the user’s underlying goal to guide the actual dialogue management.

Context
The user has one of several clearly defined goals when approaching the system and the dialogue can be conceived as a sequence of dialogue acts [6] to achieve this goal.

Problem
The user is only interested in performing one dialog act from a subset of reasonable alternatives at a time to achieve his goal.

Forces
- Offering a wide range of options within a user-interface, decreases dialogue efficiency.
- Ambiguities in observed sequences of dialog acts can be interpreted as different goals.

Solution
Identify the actual user’s goal early on, and decrease the number of available options accordingly. The plan based theories of communicative action and dialogue provide the basis for the solution [1, 2, 3] where it is the listener’s task to detect the speaker’s dialogue act and respond accordingly. To implement this strategy, consider the following:

1. User goals are ultimately sequences of dialog acts.
2. Observing sub-sequences of dialog acts can already help to predict the overall goal.
3. Use these predictions as an additional knowledge source for one of the other approaches.

Example

A typical example dialogue using this pattern could be

User: Where are the steaks you advertised?
Computer: How many do you want?

... 

Consequences

© Can be very natural
Hardly operational
Very domain specific
Non-obvious application
Not an actual dialogue manager, more of a supporting approach.

**Known Uses**

- Within Verbmobil [4], the problem of translating meeting calls was considered and plan-based dialogue techniques were used to support the translation unit with regard to the current plan of the participants to resolve semantic ambiguities.

- Collagen [5] tries to find the closest predefined, hierarchical plan that matches the observed user actions. By changing the current plan via minimal extensions with regard to observed user actions, the system tries to conclude one of the predefined plans or eventually asks the user for clarification.

**Related Patterns**

Relies on **State-Driven Transition FSM** at the turn level [7].
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Agent Based Dialogue Management

Intent
Model interaction with distinct subsystems as agents with their own beliefs, desires, intentions (and obligations).

Context
There are several distinct subsystems each contributing to the overall dialogue behaviour and a facilitator to merge their intentions into a coherent system output.

Problem
Interacting with complex distinct subsystems often involves negotiating dialogue behaviour among several specialized system components. These components have to be organized in order to agree upon an observable dialogue behaviour.

Forces
- Loosely coupled subsystems contribute to the overall dialogue structure.
- Potentially conflicting intentions of subsystems need to be merged into a common system output.
- Interpretation of information state differs per subsystem.

Solution
Potentially conflicting goals of subsystems need to be negotiated to present a coherent dialog structure. This can be realized by modeling each subsystem as an agent with a formalized notion of (i) beliefs as the set of facts it holds true, (ii) desires as the goals it needs to achieve in order to perform, (iii) intentions as the actual system output it would like to see realized to further its own goals. In an extension of Traum et al. [1] it was proposed to explicitly model obligations as the things other agents expect from a given agent when their intentions are realized. To implement this strategy, consider the following:

1. Define each agent’s initial desires (e.g. to collect some pieces of information).
2. Use the information-state approach within an agent to derive a set of intentions per observed information-state.
3. Use a meta-agent as a facilitator to realize turn-taking and agent selection.
4. Other agents update their beliefs and consequently their intentions by observing the selected agent perform.
Consequences

- Adaptive dialogs
- Modeling of dialog conventions
- Collaboration between agents is expressible
- Opaque dialog behavior
- Depending on approach used in agent, inherits e.g. drawbacks of information-state update approach.

Known Uses

1. Trains-93 [1]

Related Patterns

Information-state update can be used within an agent.
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3 Conclusion

In this paper we introduced a first set of patterns for dialogue management. They integrate into the pattern language that we introduced in [14] and continued in [13, 12, 15, 16] by providing developers with a means to select the appropriate approach for multi-modal dialogue management. The patterns
we described are based on descriptions of dialog management in the past 30 years. We grouped the patterns with regard to “who is experiencing the problem the pattern solves”.

Patterns that are driven by the developer are: **Programmatic Dialog Management** can be used to implement an interactive application with unimodal interaction and no need for explicit dialogue management. This is de facto an anti-pattern with regard to dialogue-management.

**Finite State Dialogue Management** provides an interactive application with an easy way to adapt the dialog structure later on.

**Frame Based Dialogue Management** as a variation of Finite State Dialogue Management allows for easy adaptations of dialogue structure and tries to ease the verbosity of finite state dialogue models.

Patterns that are driven by the end-user are **Information State Update** allows for more flexible dialogues with a certain amount of intelligence in the dialogue structure.

**Plan Based Dialogue Management** aim for uncovering the user’s underlying goal to guide the actual dialogue management.

**Agent Based Dialogue Management** express interaction with distinct subsystems as agents with their own beliefs, desires, intentions and obligations.

In the future we will extend our language by describing more recent variances of the described prototypes.
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